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A class of degenerate elliptic nonlinear second order equations is considered. 
These equations, arising from a related class of probabilistic variational problems, 
are defined on the space of probability measures on Rd. The existence of C’.’ 
viscosity solutions is established as well as the existence, uniqueness, and feedback 
characterization of the minima of the variational problems. xc 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study a class of control problems associated with 
quasilinear degenerate lliptic equations of the form 
-Au + H(p, Do) + Iv = 0, P E M(Rd), (0.1 1 
where M(R”) is the space of probability measures on Rd and a is a specific 
degenerate second-order differential operator on M( Rd). We establish, 
under certain smoothness assumptions on H and for L > 0 suffkiently large, 
that the value function u = u(p) of the associated control problem is C’.‘. 
This type of regularity result has recently been discovered to hold for 
quasilinear degenerate elliptic equations in Rd [lo]. We obtain the 
analogous result with Rd replaced by M(Rd). 
Although it may seem more natural, in studying differential equations in 
infinite dimensions, to start with a Hilbert space setting [2-5, 12, 131, we 
deal here with M(Rd) because the motivating example arises from a class 
of problems [6-93 (Section 1) naturally formulated in terms of A4(Rd). 
The equations we consider are of “Bellman” type 
WP, P)‘SUP M-AUp)-UK u)), 
“EL’ 
(0.2) 
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where p E M(Rd), PE Ci(Rd), and {A”: u E LI} is a family of degenerate 
elliptic operators on Rd, 
The operator a is a diffusion generator on M(Rd) (see below) and 
L: A4(Rd) x U + R is “smooth.” 
M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions introduced a notion of weak solution 
-viscosity solutions-for nonlinear first-order equations, first in finite 
dimensions [ 1 ] and then in infinite dimensions [24]. Subsequently P. L. 
Lions introduced the notion for second order equations in finite and in 
infinite dimensions. Under various hypotheses, it has been shown that such 
equations have unique bounded viscosity solutions [12, 13). 
The above case (0.2) involves additional difficulties because of the 
presence of the unbounded terms A”. Nevertheless, when applicable, the 
standard method [ 12) of establishing uniqueness, for equations of Bellman 
type, is to show that all viscosity solutions in the relevant class are equal 
to the value function of the associated control problem. In particular it can 
be shown [ 13) that the value function is a viscosity solution of (0.1). 
To describe a, bring in the space of test functions on M(Rd) given by the 
set of all constants and all functions @: AI + R of the form 
Q(P) = m((P,), ***7 A%)) (O-3) 
with n 2 1, FE C”(R”), ‘p,, . . . . (P,, E Ci(Rd), where I denotes the integral 
of cp against p over Rd; let c E Ci(Rd) be fixed. Then 
where (cp, rp’ ), = ,u(cpcp’) - I ,n(cp’) is the covariance of rp, rp’ under p. 
Since the symbol of 2 is a(~, rp) = (c, cp ):, we see that a is a degenerate 
elliptic operator on A4(Rd). 
The key hypothesis we make on H concerns the supremum in (0.2). 
Specifically, we shall assume that the supremum is attained at a single 
point u(p, p) E U for each ~1, p, with (p, p) I+ u(p(, p) satisfying a Lipschitz 
condition (see below). The main result established here (Section 1) is CL-’ 
regularity: For A 9 1, the value function of the associated control problem is 
C ‘3 ‘. This C ‘3 ’ regularity is optimal even in finite dimensions. To obtain 
the exact form of the Cl*’ regularity, we describe the control problem 
associated to (0.1). 
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Let G”, u E U, be the joint state-observations generator on Rd x R, 
here c is the function appearing in A. 
A system starting from m E M(Rd) is (see Section 1) any triple of 
processes (x, y, u), valued in R” x R x U, such that 
(1) y(0) = 0 and the distribution of X(O) is m, 
(2) u is a progressively measurable function of y, 
(3) for all (peCi(R”) and $EC~(R), 
W(t)) Il/(y(l))- jr G”‘“‘(&KGs), Y(S)) & t 2 0, (0.5 1 
0 
is a martingale. 
Then (Section 1) the distribution Q = Q(u, m) of (x, y, U) is uniquely 
determined by the progressively measurable function u-the control-- and 
the probability measure m; moreover Q yields the statistics of the state 
process x(t), t 2 0, coupled to the observations process p(t), t > 0, via the 
signal-plus-noise model 
y(r) = j' 4-a)) ds + rl(l), t20, 
0 
in the sense that the noise q(t), t 2 0, is a Brownian motion under Q. 
Next let rc;(t), t > 0, denote the conditional distribution of x(t), given 
y(s), 0 <s < r, and set 
u”(m)= EQ jox e 
( 
-“‘f&r;(t), u(t)) dt . 
> 
(0.6) 
Then the due function of the control problem is 
u(m) = inf{ v’(m): all controls u starting from m 1 
We indicate the formal argument leading to the exact form (0.9) of the 
C ‘.I regularity. Suppose u is differentiable, let &I(P) E Ci(Rd) denote the 
derivative (Section 1) of u at p E A4(Rd), and set F(p) = u(p, Du(p)). Then 
an Euler-Lagrange calculation (cf. Lemma 13 below) indicates that the 
fixed point formula 
U(t)=F(n;(l)), t>,O, (0.7) 
should characterize the control u optimal at m, i.e., the control u satisfying 
u’(m) = u(m). 
Let J((~ll~ denote the Ck norm of VEC~(R~) and let \(pJI e-k denote the 
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dual norm (Section 1) of ,U E M(Rd), k 2 0. Typically (see the examples in 
Section 1) u satisfies the following Lipschitz condition 
4U(PY PI, U(P’, P’)) G c, IIP - P’ll -2 + c, IIP - P’llz 
for ,u, P’E M(R”) and p, P’E Cz(R“) satisfying /JP()~ < r, ((P’/(~ 6 r. 
Fix mEM(Rd). The formal density p= p;(t, x) of n(t) = r;(l), t 20, 
satisfies [6] the stochastic differential equation 
dp = AU”)*p dt + C( t, x) p dv, (0.8) 
where A”“‘* denotes the formal adjoint of AU”), ~(t, x) = c(x) - n(t)(c), 
t > 0, is the centered signal, dv = dy - n(t)(c) dt, t > 0, are the centered 
observations, and n(O) = m. Now let F: M(Rd) -+ R be any functional that 
is Lipschitz relative to 11. I(_ 2. Then it is straightforward to establish (cf. 
Lemma 22 below), by iteration, that the coupled system (0.7), (0.8) has a 
unique 1’ progressively measurable solution x(t) = rr%( t ), t 3 0. 
Setting F(p) = u(p(, DQ)), we see that if we are to assert the existence of 
optimal controls we will need 
IIMPC) -WP’)ll, d c Ilp -P’ll -2. (0.9) 
Our main result asserts that u is differentiable, these estimates do in fact 
hold and we have the existence, uniqueness, and (feedback) characteriza- 
tion (0.7) of the control optimal at m, when u is Lipschitz and 1 is large 
enough. In particular this is a solution to the long-standing problem of 
existence of optimal contraIs for a wide class of systems. 
The basic idea, Lemma 20, behind the proof of the regularity result is 
elementary; this is clearer in simpler settings [lo, 111. The interest here is 
the surprising phenomenom that the solutions of a degenerate quation 
such as (0.1) enjoy the same regularity that one expects of nondegenerate 
equations, when the zeroth-order coefficient is large enough. 
In [lo] the analogous result is derived in finite dimensions. In [ 1 I] 
we take CEO; in this case (0.1) reduces to the first-order equation 
H(p, Du) + Ilu = 0 and o is a classical solution. 
1. THE THEOREM 
For k3 1 let C’t-‘,‘- Ct-‘,‘(Rd) be the space of functions whose 
derivatives up to order k - 1 exist and are Lipschitz on Rd, with the usual 
norm ((cp(( k given by 
c SUP lmdx)l+ c 111 ck I .rpRd (x,=k-, .X#> 
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If cp E Ci z Cf(Rd) then IIqllk is just the usual Ck norm and in fact Ct-‘.’ 
is isometric to the Sobolev space W k.co(Rd). We use JIq(10 to mean the sup 
norm of cp E Ch E C,(Rd) or the essential sup norm of rp 6LJII(Rd). Let 
Mz M(Rd) be the set of probability measures on Rd. Below we shall be 
using both weak convergence as well as convergence in variational norms 
on M and so we denote by M, the Polish space obtained by imposing the 
weak topology on M. Throughout I denotes the integral of q against 
p and Cc EE C;(Rd), C; = C;(Rd) = 9(Rd), 9’ = 9’(Rd). 
Let k >, 0. Given /A let 
Then (Section 2) for all k >, 1, 
Let ~1 EM and let v be a signed measure. We say v is a tangent vector to 
A4 at p if p + tv E M for 1 tl sufficiently small. Let T,, M denote the tangent 
vectors at p. 
We say @: M + R is differentiable at p E M if there exists a function 
cp E C, such that for all v E T,M the limit 
exists and equals v(q). In this case we denote cp by D@(p). We say @ is 
differenriable if @ is differentiable at p for all p E M. 
Let {A”: 24 E: U}, c, L be as in Section 0. We say assumptions (E,) hold 
if U is a complete separable metric space, L E C,(M,, x U), L( ., u) is 
differentiable for all u E CJ, and 
l (4 ., u), b(., u), DL( p, u .~EM, UE U) is bounded in CF+‘..‘; ). 
. CE CT+ ‘.I; 
l Ila(., u)-a(., u’)llN+ llb(., u)-b(., u’)ll,<Cd(u, u’), u, u’ in U; 
l lIDUp, U) - DL(p’, u’)ll ,V < C Ilp - p’ll .y + Cd(u, u’) for p, ,u’ in 
M, u, u’ E u; 
l for PEM, PoCr+‘.‘, the continuous map u H p( - A”p) - L(p, U) 
attains a maximum at exactly one point u(p, p) E U; 
l for all r > 0 there exists a compact K, c U such that p E M and 
II~lI,~+2~r implies u(p, PIE K,; 
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. u is Lipschitz in the sense that for all r > 0, 
d(“(& P)V u(k9 p’)) G c, 11~ - p’ll -N + c, lip - p’(( N, 
To define the control problem precisely, let n,= C([O, cc); Rd) x 
C([O,co);R) and let (x(t),y(t)),%,,9~,t20, %=a(?&t>O), ??I= 
a(gr,, t 2 0), be the canonical maps and a-algebras, respectively. A control 
is a “Y, progressively measurable function u: [0, cc) x && + U. Under (E,), 
for each control u and rn~ M there is [9] a unique probability measure 
Q= Q(u, m) on (Sz,, S? x+Y) with initial distribution m and solving the 
martingale problem for GU(‘), i.e., for each cp E Cz and tj E C:(R), (0.5) is an 
(Xt x ?Yr/,, Q) martingale. Moreover there is [9] a measure-valued process 
a;: [O, oo)xQ, + M such that ~;(f)(q) = EQ(cp(x(t)) 1 +Y(), t > 0. Now let 
u”(m), u(m) be as in Section 0. A control u is optimal at m provided 
v”(m) = u(m). 
Fix N>2. 
THEOREM. Assume (EN); there exists AN20 such that, for 1> 1,, 
v E C,(M,), v is differentiable, and 
(1) {Dv(u):u~M} is bounded in Cr+‘*‘, 
(2) l~~~~-~~~‘~I~~Il~-~‘ll-~--2~~~~‘~~~ 
(3) Il~~(~~-~~(~‘)ll,~~II~-~‘II~,,~,~’~~. 
Moreover for each m and 1> 1, there exists exactly one control u;) optimal 
at m and for each m a control u satisfies 
40 = u(n;(o, Dv(qgO)), t 2 0, a.s.-dt x Q, 
lyfu=u;. The constant 1, and all bounds depend only on d, N, and the 
bounds in (EN). 
The simplest situation is L(,u, u) = p(f ( ., u)) for some f: Rd x U + R. In 
this case (0.6) reduces to 
vu(m) = EQ e --“‘f(x( t), u(t)) dt 
> 
. 
For example take UC Rd compact convex, A” = A0 + A’u, + ... + Adud 
affine in u, f = f(x, u) E CT(Rdx Rd) strictly convex in u, f,, z-0, on 
Rdx U, and set L(p, u) = p(f( ., u)). Then L,,(p, u) > 0 for all PE M and 
L,( ., u) is Lipschitz on M relative to (1. I( -N for all N 2 0, uniformly for 
u E U. If we set F(p, q) = sup,, o(q . u - L(p, u)), q E Rd, then H(p, p) = 
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F(p, -p(Ap))--p(AOp) where p(Ap)= (p(A’p), . . . . p(Adp)). Standard con- 
vexity arguments (see, for example, the Appendix in [IO]) imply u(p, p) = 
F&p, -p(Ap)) with F, Lipschitz. Using (1.1), it follows that (EN) holds for 
N> 2. 
Another example is as follows: Let H: R -+ R be C %, strictly convex and 
have faster than linear growth at infinity. Let B = h(x) .V be a vector field 
on Rd with coefficients in Ci’. Then &D(p) = p( MI@(p)) is a “vector field” 
on M and our methods can be extended (since here the nonlinearity H 
is unbounded) to establish the C ‘.I regularity of the value function r 
corresponding to 
-/iv+ H(&p)) + Au(p) = Q(p), 
when i is sufficiently large. Here L(p, u) = L(u) + a(p), where L(u) is the 
convex conjugate of H(p), and we assume D@(p) E C;l’ satisfies (0.9). 
2. THE PROOF 
For definiteness we take N = 2. The proof of the case N > 2 is identical. 
We begin with the additional assumption that U is compact; at the end of 
the section we show how to reduce to this case. Throughout all constants 
C below depend only on the bounds in (E, ), d, and p 3 1. For notation and 
background material, see [ 151. 
For any metric space X, let M(X), M(X, 9) denote the sets of proba- 
bility measures on 9,, J c ax, respectively. Unless otherwise specified, 
convergence of measures is taken in the weak topology, i.e., p, + p in 
M(X) if p,,(q) --* p(q) for all cp E C,(X). Then M(X) is Polish when X is 
Polish. 
We begin by recasting the control problem in terms of the unnormalized 
conditional distribution process. Let M, denote the set of positive finite 
measures on Rd. 
Given m E M and IX: [O, rj ) -+ I/ Borel, let Pi and PC, be the solutions 
to the martingale problem for A”” on X (Section 1) starting from m at 
time zero and starting from .Y at time s, respectively. Let Ek and ET,, 
denote the corresponding expectations. 
We recall some basic facts from [9]. Let Q = Q(u, m) be as in Section 1, 
and let p= &( u, m) denote the solution to the martingale problem on 
.% x ?/ corresponding to e”-’ (defined in Section 0) and starting from m at 
time zero. Then y is an (?Z, x ?I,, Q) Brownian motion, 
R(t) = exp I’ c(x(s)) dy(.s) - f I’ C(X))' ds), tao, (2.1) 
0 0 
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is an (X, x ?Y,, 0) martingale, and Q 4 0 on 9’; x +Y, with dQ/do = R(t), for 
each t > 0. Moreover the marginal of B on +Y is Wiener measure W and the 
conditional probability distribution of & given JY is P;!““. Now set 
&,(t, w) = E$““(R(t, X, v(o))) = EP(R(t)) g,)(o), t 30. It follows that 
Q << 0 on 5Y, with dQ/do = I?:(t), for each t > 0. 
Let 
&,(t, o)(v) = E2%4xW) R(f, x, Y(W))) 
= &P(x(~)) R(t) I%)(o) 
and let n:(t), t>O, denote the conditional distribution process as in 
Section 1. Then the change-of-measure formula for conditional expectations 
yields the Bayes formula 
Because of (2.2.), the process ,u;(t)EM+, t 20, is referred to as the 
unnormalized conditional distribution. Because of this formula, we make 
no use of the differential equation (0.8). 
Now let L: M, x U + R be the degree one positively homogeneous 




vu(m) = E” e-“‘&,(t) L(a;(t), u(t)) dt 
0 
-“‘L(p;(t), u(t)) dt . 
> 
We recall the proof of ( 1.1). Clearly, ( 1.1) holds for cp E Cz. Since CF 
in dense in the space Ci of Ck functions with compact support, (1.1) holds 
for rp~C6. Now fix XECF, 0 d x < 1, x(O) = 1, and set cp,(x) = q(x) X(EX), 
cp E Ct. Then ~JI~E C& [lqo,(lk G IIp[lk + Cc, and ‘pc + cp boundedly on R’. It 
follows that (1.1) holds for rp E Ct. For cp E CE-‘.‘, let cp, = P,rp where P, 
is the heat semigroup on Rd. Then v, -+ q boundedly on R’, q, E C,X, and 
(Iq,((k d Jjq(Jk. This establishes (1.1). 
Let @E C,(M,,) be differentiable with [ID@(m)llo G C and let p, v be 
in A4. Then p(t)=(l-t)p+tvEM and p(t)=p(s)+(t--)(v-p) for 
O<s<t<l; this implies v-p~T,(,,MforO<t<l and sof(t)=@(p(t)) 
is continuous on 0 < t < 1 and differentiable on 0 < t < 1 withf’( t) = (v - p) 
(DO@(t))). Thus, by the mean value theorem, @ is Lipschitz on A4 relative 
to ll.Ilo, l@(P) - @(v)l s c IIP - vllo. Moreover if, for p E M, D@(p) E 
C’f-‘.’ with IID@(p)I(,<C, for some k2 1, then it follows from (,l.l) that 
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@ is Lipschitz on M with respect o I( . (1 -k. Note also that if cc, + P in M, 
then by Ascoli’s theorem 11~” -pII -k + 0 for all k > 0. This implies that 
@J E C,(M,.) whenever @ is Lipschitz relative to )I . I) -k for some k > 0. 
In particular L( ., U) is Lipschitz on M relative to II . (I -., uniformly for 
UE u. 
Note that the norms (1 v(J -k, k > 0, are nonincreasing in k and are defined 
for any (finite) signed measure v on Rd, and ((~11~ = (IgIl L~,P, whenever 
dvldp = g, p E M. 
We will need to characterize T, M. Let ~1 EM + and suppose p + tv E M, 
for It( small. The Radon-Nikodym theorem shows that this happens iff 
Iv( G p with dv/dpE L”(R’, p). In particular we see YE T,M iff vl =O, 
Ivl@~ and dv/dpEL”(Rd,p). For REM, let T,M+ denote the set of 
signed measures v satisfying p + tv E M + for ItI small. 
LEMMA 1. Let @ E C,(M,.) be differentiable with 11 DO(m)]1 O < C and let 
6 denote its degree one positively homogeneous extension to all of M, Fix 
REM, and vET,,M+; then 
where D$ is degree zero positively homogeneous and 
D&)=D@(n)+@(n)-x(D@(n)); (2.4) 
here n denotes the normalization of p. In particular IX for 7c, 16 in M, 
I@(n) - @(n’)l + IID@ - D@(n’)llz 6 C lln - ~‘/I-2 
and (( D@(IT)(I ? Q C, then 
where x, I[’ denote the normalizations of p, p’ in M + 
Proof Clearly 06 is degree zero positively homogeneous on M, 
Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume p = n: E M. Let g = dv/dx E 
L”(Rd, rc). Expanding (n(q) + tv(cp))/( 1 + tv( 1)) up to second order in r, it 
follows easily that 
Moreover note that v - v( 1) 7c E T, M. Since @ is Lipschitz on A4 relative to 
11. Ilo, the first statement follows. The second statement follows from the 
representation for D&p) and (1.1). [ 
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NOW suppose {D@(n): n E M} is bounded in C’i,’ and @: M + R is 
bounded. Then it follows, from the above, that {D$(P): pg M+ } is 
bounded in C:‘. In particular we conclude that {D,!,(P, u): p E M+ , u E u} 
is bounded in (2:‘. 
TO establish the existence of optimal controls, we need to achieve some 
sort of compactness (Lemma 4 below). We do this introducing a larger 
class of generalized controls. To this end we will have to lift the problem 
from 52, to an enlargement 52. 
Let 9 denote the set of y E M( [0, cc) x V), the probability measures on 
[O, co) x U, whose marginal on [O, co) is IZe-“’ dt, endowed with the weak 
topology. Then (recall U is compact) W is a compact metric space. For 
t 2 0, let %$ be the o-algebra on $9 generated by the maps y H y(B) as 
B t [O, co) x U ranges over a[,,,, x L,. Then a=~(%~, t 20) is the Bore1 
a-algebra of the metric space 9. By disintegration of measures, for each 
y ~9, there exists a Bore1 map u( ., 7): [0, co) + M( U), determined a.e., 
such that lj,“e-“‘u(t,y)(cp(t, .))dt=y(cp) for all cp~C~([O,m)xU). 
Using a standard measure-theoretic extension lemma [ 15, 4.6.81 one can 
consistently make the choice of u( ., y ) such that u: [O, cc ) x 99 + M(U) is 
%l progressively measurable. Any such map we call a canonical process on 
.4$ and any two canonical processes agree a.e. in t for all y. Moreover it 
follows easily from the definitions that in fact +2t = a(u(s), 0 <s < t), t 2 0, 
for any canonical process u. 
Set Y=C([O,co);R)x9? and let ~~:[O,cc)x Y-+R be given by 
y(t, p, y) = /l(t). Lift u to Y, let “y, be the filtration generated by y, 
“y = a(dy!, t 2 0), and let @2( be as above; then Y is a Polish space with Bore1 
o-algebra Y x 92. 
Let Q = C( [0, a)); Rd) x Y, and let x(t, w) = a(t), w = (a, j3, y), (/?, y) E Y. 
Lift y, u to 8, let Z-t be the filtration generated by x, S= a(?&,, t>O), and 
let Y,, &,, be as above. Setting E = Xr x 9, x ?2!t, it follows 9 = 3 x % x % 
is the Bore1 o-algebra of the Polish space Q. 
We extend the definition of A” and L(p, u) to all of u E M(U) by setting 
A”= JLI A”u(dcr), L(p, u) = Su L(p, a) u(dcr). Now for K [0, co) + M(U) 
Bore1 and m E M let Ei and Ez,x denote the expectations (over 3) against 
the unique solutions Pi and P,“, to the martingale problem for AZ(‘) 
starting from m at time zero and’ starting from x at time s, respectively. 
Identifying U with a subset of M(U) via the map u I-+ a,, we see that this 
definition is consistent with the one given at the beginning of the section. 
Throughout u( .) will denote a canonical process on Q as described 
above. One can avoid referring to the canonical process u simply by noting 
that the quantities X,Jt, w), E”““‘, etc., defined in the proof of Lemma 3 
below depend only on y and not on the particular choice of the canonical 
process u; nevertheless the use of the canonical process u clarifies the 
presentation. 
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Note that, for any probability measure Q on (a, 9) satisfying (2) below, 
R(t) given by (2.1) is well-defined and Q a.s. determined. 
A generalized system starting at m is a probability measure Q on (Sz, 9 ) 
satisfying 
( 1) y(O) = 0 and the distribution of X(O) under Q is m, 
(2) (0.5) is an (%, Q) martingale for all (PE Ci, 1(1 E C:(R), 
(3) for all t 20, R(t, x, y(o)) is E, U’“‘) integrable, for Q a.a. w, and 
EQ( @ ( SV, x %,) = 
E;( @R( t, x, y)) 
E:,(R(t, -x, Y)) ’ 
Q-a.s.. (2.5) 
for all % measurable @ E C,,(n). 
We will need a decomposition of such measures Q due to Fleming and 
Pardoux [8]. They define a generalized control to be a probability measure 
7c on $Y x % such that y is a (“Y, x ~a,,, n) Brownian motion. Given m E M, 
they then construct Q as follows. 
Define Q on 9 by 
E+D(x) W(y) W’(u)) = E”(E;(@(x)) D’(y) W’(u)): (2.6) 
in other words, the marginal of Q on GY x 9 is n and the conditional 
distribution of Q given Y x @ is Pz”. We already know that y is a 
(6Y, x a,, 0) Brownian motion. Since for @ bounded and Z-, measurable, the 
map WH Ez”‘(@) is 4Ys measurable, it follows that y is an (8, Q) 
Brownian motion. Thus R(t), t 2 0, is an (e, Q) martingale. Setting 
de/de = R(T) on FT for all T> 0, it follows that Q is well-defined on J. 
We make the dependence of Q, Q on X, m explicit by writing Q = Q(x, m), 
Q = Q(a, m). It also follows that de/do = E;(R( T)) on .$-x 4?r for T b 0. 
It turns out that the two definitions are related as follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let m E M. A probability measure Q on (S2.9) is a 
generalized system starting at m iff Q = Q(~c, m) for a unique generalized 
control 7~. 
Proof. Note since the class of @ satisfying (2.5) is a linear space closed 
under bounded pointwise convergence, (2.5) holds for all z measurable 
@E C,(Q) iff (2.5) holds for all nonnegative g measurable @J. 
Let Q satisfy ( 1 ), (2), (3). Then 
v(t) = y(t) - j-; 4x(s)) & t >o, 
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is an (e, Q) Brownian motion and hence 
is an (e;, Q) martingale. Define Q by setting d&dQ = Z(t) on 8 and let 
II denote the marginal of Q on ?!Y x %. Then y is an (& 0) Brownian 
motion and hence a (“Y, x 4PI, rr) Brownian motion. Thus K is a generalized 
control. Moreover R(t) Z(t) = 1 a.s.-Q; since Z(r) is z measurable and 
nonnegative, (2.5) implies EQ(Z(r) ) 3, x %!,) = l/EL(R( t)). Thus for @ z 
measurable and bounded 
EQ(@) = EQ(EQ(@I,Y, x 9)) = E” 
(2:;;:;;) 
=EQ(EQ(Z(r))Y,x+Y,)E;(@R(t)))=EQ(Z(t) E”(@R(t))) 
= En(E;(@R(r))) = E”(E;(@R(r))). 
This shows Q = Q(rr, m). 
Conversely let IC be a generalized control and define Q = Q(rr, m), 
Q = Q(rc, m) as above. Then (2.5) immediately follows. By the argument 
just after (2.6), y is an (E, 0) Brownian motion. Now the argument on 
pages 128-129 of [9] shows that (GU is defined in Section 0) 
is an (z, 0) martingale for all rp E Ci and + E C:(R); recalling Girsanov’s 
theorem, we obtain (0.5) is an (@, Q) martingale for all cp E Ci and 
$E C:(R). This shows that Q satisfies (l), (2), (3). 1 
Note that we have a one-one correspondence between generalized 
systems Q starting at m and generalized systems Q starting at m and 
corresponding to c = 0. 
A generalized control II is ZJ oalued if u(t, w) =dfc,,o,, (dr x a) a.s., for 
some SY, x %, progressively measurable f; here 6, E M(U) denotes the Dirac 
mass supported at u E U. A U valued generalized control IC is a (?V, 
progressively measurable) control if in addition f can be chosen “Y, 
progressively measurable. Thus 71 is a control iff there is a “Y, progressively 
measurable mapf, valued in U, such that rt is the image of Wiener measure 
under the map i’: y I-+ (v, 6,). 
LEMMA 3. Fix @ E C,( [0, 03 ) x Q) E progressively> measurable. Then 
there is a Y, x 9Yr progressively measurable continuous function 
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F = FJ t, m, o) on [O, 00 ) x h4 x C2 such that, for all generalized systems Q 
starting at m, 
EP(~(t)R(t)l~xx,)=F(r,m,?i,u), U.S.-Q, 
for all t 2 0. 
Prooj: Set 
x’(t)=x(t)-1; b(x(s), u(s)) ds, 
By Ito’s rule, under Q, 
t >, 0. 
j-’ MS)) h(s) = y(t) 4x(t)) - j-i y(s) dc(x(s)) 
0 
= y(t) c(x(t)) -Jb’ y(s) Vc(x(s)) dx’(s) 
- 
i 
’ y(s) A”‘“‘c(x(s)) ds. 
0 
Inserting this into the exponent in R(t) and recalling Girsanov’s theorem 
we obtain 
= E;“( ( o a(t) exp At) c(x(t)) + i’ d-r(s), Y(S), u(s)) ds )) (2.7) 
almost surely Q. Here 
c(x, y, u) = $y2(a(x, u) Vc(x), Vc(x)) - yA”c(x) - +(x)*, 
x E Rd, 4’ E R, u E M(U), and E.2” is the expectation against the solution 
PL” to the martingale problem on !T, starting from m, corresponding to 
Ay(“,U(“=AU”‘- y(t)(a(x, u(t))Vc(~), V.) 
Let F(t, m, I’, u) equal the right hand side of (2.7); then F is defined for 
all 0 En; set 
X,(t, co) = cp(x(t)) -j-i A~‘J~~‘J’.u’s~ru’(p(X(S)) ds, t 2 0. 
It remains to be shown that F is continuous. 
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To this end, suppose o, = (ct,, /?“, yn) --) o = (a, /I, y ), m, + m, and let 
P = P$nwn)*U@“n), n 2 1. Then for all cp E C,Z, X,(t, 0,) is an (sf, p,) mar- 
ti:gale and thus {P,} is tight. Let P be a limit point of {Pn}; since the 
initial distribution of P is m, if we show that X,(t, o), ra0, is an (X,;, P) 
martingale, then we can conclude that P, converges to P$‘Au(o). Let 
B”,(t) = c+(r)) -J; A,(s.w),u(s.wn)~(~~(~)) ds, t 20; 
fix t B s 2 0 and @E C,(Q) Fs measurable and suppose, by passing to a 
subsequence, that P, + P. 
An immediate consequence of the definitions is that 
~P(w,(L 0) - X,(s, 0)) @I - EP((cp(x(0) - cp(x(s))) @I 
and 
EPn((q(c 0) - qs, 0)) @) - EPn((dx(t)) -W(s))) @) 
are equal to the integrals of 
against the measures y x P and y, x P,, respectively. Since f: [0, co) x 
U x C( [0, 00); Rd) + R is bounded and continuous except on a y x P null 
set and y,, x P, + y x P, we obtain 
Epy(qyf) - Xi(s)) @) + EP((X,(t, 0) - XJS, w)) @). 
Moreover since 
sup I%:(r) - X,(r, o,)l < CIi IS,,(r) - B(r)/ dr, 
r<r 
we conclude 
This establishes p~n~n).U(W~) + piO)*U(W). 
The continuity of F now follows as soon as we establish that 
c(-dr)) ~(1, 0,) + 1‘: 4x(s), As, on), 4~9 w,)) ds 
--)4x(t)) At, 0) + j-i c@(s), As, o), 4s, 0)) ds 
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locally uniformly on C( [0, 0~); Rd). Since C(X, y, U) = jL, c(x, ~7, a) du(a), 
,ucRd, PER, u E M(V), and (x, I’, a) H c(x, .I’, a) is Lipschitz on 
Rd x [ -k, k] x U for all k > 0, this follows easily. 1 
By Lemma 3, for each m E M there is a continuous “Y, x 49, progressively 
map p,,, : [0, a) x Q + A4 + (weak topology on A4 + ) satisfying 
for all cp E B(Rd), t >/ 0, and generalized controls 7~. Moreover if x is induced 
by a control (i.e., u = S,, 7c a.s., for some f 9, progressively measurable), 
then p,,,(t) c, iI-= pi(t), n: a.s., where if(y) = (J, 6,) and p’, is the unnor- 
malized conditional distribution process corresponding to the control fi 
Note that dQ(n, m)/@( qm)=p,(t)(l) on g%rx~Z,;let rc,,,(t)~Mdenote 
the normalization of p,(t). 
Set 
u”(m) = EQcx.m’ 
(s 
x eddrL(n,(t), u(t)) dt 
0 > 
-“‘UL(~), u(r)) dr , 
> 
where L is the degree one positively homogeneous extension of L to M, 
It follows from the above that u*(m) = u/(m) whenever 71 is induced from 
a control f as above. 
Let 9 c M(S2, +Y x @) denote the set of generalized controls and set 
C(m) = inf, u”(m). Since every control induces a generalized control, u(m) 2 
C(m). We say x is optimal at m if o”(m) = t?(m). Below (Lemma 22) we shall 
see that fi = u and that every 7c optimal at m is necessarily induced by a “3, 
progressively measurable control, when i is sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 4. 9 is compact and for ;C > 0 the map (m, n) H u”(m) is 
continuous on A4 x M(l2, ZY x %?l). Moreouer m H 6(m) is continuous. 
Proof. The compactness of B is immediate: The set of all probability 
measures on Y x %! whose marginal on 9 is a Wiener measure is compact, 
and the condition that y be a ?Y, x @, Brownian motion is closed. 
Now u”(m) equals the expectation of the functional 




= e-“‘L&Jr), u(r)) dr 
0 
58O/low2-2 
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under 7~. It is therefore enough to establish the continuity of @ in (m, o) 
and a tail estimate, since @ is not bounded. Let Gk be the functional 
obtained from @ by replacing l,(r)(l) by p,,,(t)( 1) A k. Set L,(,u, U) = 
(p( 1) A k) L(,u/~( l), u). By definition of pm(t) and Lemma 3 it follows that 
rc,,Jf, w,) + rr,(r, o) in M,. whenever m, + m and w, + w. By Ascoli’s 
theorem this implies I/Ic,,J t, w,) - rr,( r, w)\I-~ -+ 0. Moreover we have 
p,,J r, w,)( 1) A k -+ ,u,,,(r, w)( 1) A k. Since I.( ., U) is Lipschitz on M relative 
to 11 . (/ _ z uniformly in U, 
lUh& w,), ~(6 ~~,,))-&&A~, WI, u(t, w,))l 
< C Ik,,,(L w,)( 1) A k - ,&,(r, w)( 1) A kl 
+ ~(~,P~ w)(l) A 4 ll~m.(f, w,) - %,(r, o)llp2. 
It follows that 
lim sup lQk(mnr 0,) - @dm, w)l 
It - 3t 
Q lim sup e-“UAr, w), u(r, 0,)) dr 
,I * L 
I 
x 
- epL’L,(,u,(r, w), u(r, w)) dr 
0 
Recalling the definition of the canonical process u and noting 
(r, a) I+ &(,u,(r, w), a) is continuous and bounded on [0, cc) x U, the 
continuity of Gk follows readily. 
The tail estimate is sup, E”(R,(r) log+ l?,(r)) < C( 1 + r), r > 0, where 
l?,,,(r) = p,,(r)( 1); this is obtained as follows. Writing 
R(r) = 1 + j-i R(s) c@(s)) dy(s), r 20, 
applying Ep( .ICY, x a,) to both sides, and solving the resulting differential 
equation yields 
almost surely IL for all II. Since dQ/dQ = dQ/dn = I?,(r), Q = Q(A, m), on 
?Y, x a,‘,. it follows that 
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= EQ j-i x,(s)(c) dy(s) - 4 s,’ K,(s)(c)~ ds) 
Here we used the fact that dv(t) = dy( t) - n,(t)(c) dt-the innovations 
process-is a (“9, x %,, Q) Brownian motion. It follows that E”(fi,(t ) 
log+ k,(t)) d C( 1 + t). Hence 
E”(l@-@,l)<Cjox e -“‘E”(&(t); &,(t)ak) dr 
C rx 
G--- 1 logk o 





A- log k 
for all n and k >, 1. 
The continuity of fi follows from the compactness of 9 and the 
continuity of (m, n) H o”(m). The result follows. 1 
We will need to view the numerator in the Bayes formula as a semigroup 
and derive an appropriate regularity-preserving result. 
Set 
R(tIs)=exp j’c(x(r))dy(r)-$ [‘c(s(r))2dr 
s -F > 
We say a measure Q = Q(s, x) E M(Q) is a generalized system starring 
from (s, x) if in the definition (1) is replaced by (X(T), y(r)) = (x, 0), 0~ 
r < s. almost surely Q, (2) holds after time s, and (3) holds for t > s with 
R( t (s) replacing R(r). Note that R( t 1 s) is well-defined Q almost surely for 
any Q under which (0.5) is a martingale after time s. There is a one-one 
correspondence between generalized systems Q = Q(s, X) starting from 
(s, X) and generalized systems Q = Q(s, X) starting from (s, X) and corre- 
sponding to c = 0. 
By Lemma 3, for each rp E C6, there is a continuous map (s, t, X, o) ++ 
Ty,cp(x) such that for all .X E R” and I 2 s, 
T;,cp(x) = Ea(,(x(r)) R(r1.s) ) ?v, x S,)(o) 
= E:,‘:“‘(cp(x(t)) R(tls; -Y, y(o))). a.s.-Q, 
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for all generalized systems Q starting from (s, x), and such that mT,., = 
p,,Jt) identically on 52. Here mT,,, is the linear functional cp ~-+m(T,,,cp). 
In fact the integration by parts technique in the proof of Lemma 3 can 
be used to show 
T, s = e - O’(S)S r,seCJ’c”, 
where the semigroup S,, is generated by 
B(t) = ~I’(ILUW + p( ., y(r), u(r)) = ec~(r)~u(‘)e-c-v(‘) - ic’. 
(2.8 1 
(2.9) 
It follows that T,,, satisfies the semigroup property 
T,., = L Tw forall tasar>O, (2.10) 
identically on 52. 
LEMMA 5. Let R be a generalized control and let t > s >, 0. Then for each 
2 < k < 4 there is a B(RJ) x Y[ x &, measurable Mk( t, s, x, w) 3 0 such that 
(1) for all p > 1, E”( M,Jt, s, x)p 1 YS x YS)‘@ < Cec(p’(‘-S’ for almost 
all XER~, 
(2) for all cpE Ci-‘*‘, 
in 9”, almost surely 7~. 
Moreover M1( t, s, . ) can be taken continuous and satisfies for all p >, 1 
E”(IM2(t, s, x)- M,(t, s, x’)Jr)<Cec(‘-“) Jx--‘I”, 
x, x’ E Rd, T,,,cp E C2(Rd) for cp E Ci,‘, the above estimates with k = 2 
hold pointwise in x,. almost surely n, and the constant C(p) can be chosen 
increasing and continuous in p 2 1. 
Proof First, by (l.l), (2.11) holds in 57 for all 4p E CF iff it holds in 9’ 
for all cp E Ci - ‘- ‘. For the remainder of the proof we therefore need only 
consider cp E CF. Let P,cp denote the convolution g, * cp of cp with the 
Gaussian of variance t and set a,, = P,,,,,a + I/n, b, = P,,,b, c, = P,,,,c; then 
a,, b,, c, are in Cr, satisfy bounds related to those in (E,), and converge 
locally uniformly to a, b, c. Moreover, a, is uniformly nondegenerate, 
a,(x, u) ZZ I/n. Let T:,cp denote the semigroup corresponding to a,, b,, c,. 
Then (the proof of) Lemma 3 shows that T;,cp --r T,,,cp locally uniformly in 
(t, S? x). 
Now suppose Lemma 5 is valid for the nth system. Then for 
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Q, E L”(Q, “Y, x a,, n), YE L”(s2, $Ys x %!*, n), and f~ Cc, all nonnegative, 
for 26k$4 and 1~1 <k, 
CeC(‘+“En( Y)f(x) dx, 
and 
From these inequalities we can extract a subsequence &I: weakly 
converging to some Mk, and the validity of the estimates for T,.,cp follows 
readily. Moreover 
E”(IM!Jr,s, x)-M;(t, s, x’)Ip)<Cec”+“’ Ix-x’lp, 
X,X’ E- Rd; by Kolmogorov’s criterion, this implies’ the limit M,(t, s, . ) has 
continuous sample paths. Finally the C2 continuity of T,,cp follows from 
( 1 ), (2), and Sobolev embedding. 
Therefore we can assume that all coeflicients are Cc and that a is 
uniformly nondegenerate, a(x, U) > E. For future use we refer to this as the 
nondegenerate smooth case. 
In this case classical regularity results imply S,,(C; ) c CF; by (2.8) we 
obtain T,,,( Cc ) c C;. 
Moreover by a standard density argument we can assert that there is a 
single 7c null set N such that (2.11) holds for all cp E Cc and all w $ N. 
Now fix cp and t > 0 and for each n >, 1 divide [0, t] into n equal pieces, 
let yn be the corresponding piecewise linear approximation of y, and let 
w,(s, x) = Ty,,cp(x) be obtained from w(s, x) = T,,cp(x) by substituting y, 
for y. Then w,(s, x) + w(s, i) locally uniformly on [0, t] x R’. 
Now w, solves 
w,, + A”“’ w, + VW, + cw, jn(s) = 0, 0 < s < t, w,(t, -) = cp, 
where V= -(l/2) c* E CF. Letting f” = Oaf, (al <k <4, it follows by 
differentiation and the Leibnitz rule 
wzs + A”‘S)W:: + 1 (ubap, VW!) 
ISIak > 
wz( t, .) = cp*; here VDls are combinations of derivatives of a, b, c up to order 
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k&4, c~,r=(;)~~-~l~<~, and b,, are linear combinations of components 
of a-‘(&z/8x,), 1 <i,<d. A key point [15] is 
where C; depends only on the second derivatives of a and not on the 
ellipticity constant. 
But the system (2.12) can be solved via a matrix-valued Feynman- 
Kac--C!ameron-Martin-Girsanov formula, following [14]. Let Mz&r), 
s,< r,< t, be the solution (under 0) of the system of stochastic differential 
equations (summation convention) 
dM$ = Mz,b,, dx’ + Mz,, Vys dr + Mz,,cYB c,,(r) dr, 
M”,&s) = a,,. Here x’(t) is as in the proof of Lemma 3. Applying the Ito 
rule to r H Mz&r) wfi(r, x(r)), under 0, we obtain 
d(M;pvf) = M$Vw; dx’. 
Taking expectations over x only yields 
~3, xl = &W:,(t) cp%(W 
Now letting n + co, M”(r) converges in 0 probability to the solution 
M(r), s < r S t, of 
dM,,=M,,b,,dx’+M,,~~:Bdr+M,,c,Bdy(r),MaS(s)=8,8, (2.13) 
where F= V+ (l/2) c* (matrix notation) is V modified by the 
Stratonovitch correction. To see this, let djas(r, x) = @Jr, x) q(x), 
@,&, x) = 6,,. Then Zn(r) = M”(r) @(y,(r), x(r))-’ (matrix notation) 
solves a linear (in Z”) differential equation in which y, appears only (not 
9,). Moreover the coefficients of this equation converge to the coefficients 
of the corresponding limiting equation. 
It follows (see Lemma A.4 in [lo]) that Zn(r) converges to Z(r) = M(r) 
@(y(r), x(r))-‘; M”(r) + M(r) follows. Moreover w~(s, x) + #(s, x) in 9’. 
Since w(s, -) E Cc, we obtain 
WV, x) = C,,Wfcz&) cp%W) (2.14) 
and hence for Ial < k 
Iw% XII G ~:JIM&l I@(x(t))l) 
G C,,WWll) lldh = Mdt, 8, ~1 Il(~ll/r (2.15) 
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Here we are using \(M1( to denote the norm of the matrix M. This 
establishes (2). Since in (2.13) the quantities c,~, vZs, (abZ8, b,,) are 
uniformly bounded, standard estimates yield ( 1). 
The estimates for M2(t, s, x) remains to be established. Let 0(x, U) 
denote a Lipschitz square root of a(x, U) and set 
z(r)=~;o(x(r),U(r))-‘dx’(r), t 20; 
let 9, denote the corresponding filtration. Then the Lipschitz constant of 0 
depends only on llallz [lS] and (v, 2) is an (3, &s, x)) Brownian motion 
after time s for all x. Now since we only differentiate up to k = 2 < 4, all 
coefficients in 
dx = b(x(r), u(r)) dr + a(x(r), u(r)) dz, x(s) = ?c, 
dM,, = MZYbYBo dz + M,, vi,@ dr + M,;.c;~ dy(r), M&) = b,, 
(2.16) 
are bounded and Lipschitz in x, uniformly in all other variables. Thus for 
all x the process (x, M) is &s, x)-as. equal to the 5Yt x “Y, x %, progressively 
measurable solution (x( .; s, x), M( .; s, x)) of (2.16). It follows, for each x, 
that M,(t, s, x) equals rr-a.s. E”( IIM(t; s, x)11 129, x Bt), where E” denotes 
expectation against (z, y, u). Now let (matrix notation) b, b’, o, 19, r, Pf, 
c, c’ be the processes corresponding to starting states x, x’. Then standard 
estimates (Lemma A.4 of [lo]) lead to 
E”(IM,(t, s, x) - M,(t, s, x’)l p)* Q CEO( (IM(r; s, x) - M(r; s, x’)ll”)* 
G Ce C”-s’.Eo 
( 
~‘(llbo-b’o’~12P+ IIF- 8’\IzP+ Ilc-~“I(*~)dr 
s > 




6 Ce U-s) Ivy--x’I*P. i 
We note that the argument used above to establish M” --, M is the only 
situation in this paper where vector-valued -r may cause difficulty. Indeed, 
suppose there are two observations y and j with corresponding signals c, c’. 
Then the argument in question involves conjugating by the flow of the 
linear vector field corresponding to (c,~); it is straightforward to check that 
this argument can be extended provided the matrices (cEa), (Cap) commute. 
But this is so since for f~ C’; 
Thus there is no problem in extending the argument o vector observations. 
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Although we do not need this, Lemma 5 and Sobolev embedding imply 
T,,,cp E C3*‘(Rd) for all 0 <a < 1, when cp E C2’(Rd). 
Recalling that FECE-“’ and I(FIJk<C iff 
for all f E CF nonnegative, we obtain 
LEMMA 6. Let cp: [0, co)xQ+C~’ be a gZ x %* progressively 
measurable map with ~up~,~ Ilrp(t, o)lj 4 finite; let II be a generalized control 
andfi?c s > 0. Let 1: = C( 1) where C(p) is as in Lemma 5. Then for A> ,I: 
e-‘3rr-S)TI .cp(t) dt 
is in C’?’ with 
In what follows we use the following notation: If v is a linear functional 
on functions, P is a linear operator, and g is a function, then VP and vgP 
denote the linear functionals given by cp H v(Prp) and cp I-+ v( gPrp), respec- 
tively. The following lemma involves our first restriction on 1. 
LEMMA 7. For each 1> 0 and generalized control II, v” E C,(M,,) is 
differentiable and 
Dv”(m) = E” jOm e -‘.‘T,,,DWm(t), u(t)) dt 
> 
. (2.17) 
For A> AZ, Dv”(m)E C:’ and supn,,, (JDv”(m)(l, < C. Moreover the map 
(7~, m) H v(Dv”(m)) is continuous for all signed measures v. 
Proof: (Recall L is degree one positively homogeneous on M, and DL 
is the derivative of the extension of L to M, as in Lemma 1). Set 
m, = m + EV, v E T,,,M Then, since T, 0 is a positive operator, p,,(t) = 
mT,,, + &VT,,,, = ,dt) + EvT,,~ EM+ for (E( small and hence VT,,, E 
T P,(,,M+. Moreover Ens7 e-“’ and differentiation at E = 0 can be inter- 
changed since 
$ Lbdt), u(t)) G Cm(T,,, 1) 
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for (~1 small, as can be readily verified. Differentiating at E = 0, (2.17) is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 1. The bound on Do”(m) follows from 
Lemma 6 and the remark after Lemma 1. The continuity of (m, 7t) H 
v(Du”(m)) follows as in Lemmas 3 and 4. 1 
Since Lemma 7 implies t’* E C,(M,,.) is differentiable with j)Du”(m)lJ, < C 
for 1> A:, uniformly in 71, the remarks preceding Lemma I imply that the 
family (Us: X} is uniformly Lipschitz on M relative to (1. (1 P4 ; hence u and 
B are Lipschitz on M relative to )I .I) _ 4. This establishes (2) in the Theorem; 
the continuity u E C,( M,.) follows. 
The next item is the Bellman feedback formula, Lemma 13 below. To 
this end, we will need five lemmas. 
Let p(t), t > 0, be a continuous curve in M + and suppose fi( t) E TPI,, M i 
satisfies 
t20,cpEC;. (2.18) 
LEMMA 8 (Chain Rule). Let GE CJM,.) be differentiable and suppose 
D@: it4 + Ci is bounded. Suppose moreouer Ildfi(t)/dp(t)ll, < C(T) for 
O<tG T, for all T>O. Then 
@‘(At)) = @MO)) + j-’ M)(D@Ms))) 4 t20, (2.19) 
0 
where @(cl), P E M+, denotes the degree one positively homogeneous exten- 
sion and D@ is the deriuatiue of the extension as in Lemma 1. 
Proof. We first establish the normalized case, i.e., we assume p(t) E M 
and fi(t)E T,,,,M, ta0. 
Since Ili(t)llo = Ild~(t)/d~(t)llL1~,~,,, G IldCi(~Vd~(~)llo < C(T) and 
((D@(p)(l,fk, we have I~(~(?))-~(CL(s))l~kC(T) It--S1 forO<s$ttT. 
Thus to establish (2.19) we need only identify the derivative of t H @(p(t)) 
which exists almost everywhere. 
Now the Lebesgue differentiation theorem implies 
I 
t+d 
Ifi - fi(t)(cp)l ds = 48) as 6 +O, , 
for all cp E Cb and almost all t >O. By Ascoli’s theorem it follows that 
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is o(6) as 6 + 0, for almost all f 30. Since J(D@(P)J(~ is bounded, @ is 
Lipschitz relative to )I - 1) --2 ; thus 
-g _ @w+w=$ _ @(P(t) +mt)) = P(~W@M~))) 
6-O 6-O 
for almost all t > 0. This establishes the normalized case. 
The unnormalized case c((~)E M, follows readily from the normalized 
case and Lemma 1. 1 
Choose a E U, fixed until the end of the proof of Lemma 13, and for E > 0 





u(t), t 2 c; 
let T;,s = T,,, o i”, i”(y, u) = (JJ, z/), &Jr) = mT:,, be the corresponding 
semigroup and conditional distribution process, respectively. Then p:(t) = 
p,,,(t), t 2 0, and Tf,o = T;,,T,*, for t 2 E, where Tys is the semigroup 
corresponding to the constant control a E U. 
Using (2.8) one verifies 
where 
Pfn(t)(rp) = m(T:,,(A” -AU”)) T,,,cp), O,<EGt,qEcC,“. 
Below we apply the chain rule to the (random) curves E I+ &(t, o), 
EH&(~, cc), pointwise in o. Note however that ,G;(t)$ T,,;,,,M+ ; the 
chain rule is therefore not immediately applicable. 
LEMMA 9. For all 0 ,< E < t, and m E M, 
~(p;(t), u(t)) = ~(p,,,(t), u(t)) + j’ fif,W(DW~W, u(t))) d6. (2.20) 
0 
Proof: Since 
it can be verified that both sides of (2.20) are weakly continuous in m; thus 
we need establish (2.20) only for m in a dense set 5@ c M,.. We begin by 
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constructing 9 such that /iL( T,:,,,M+ for m E 9. We emphasize that 
the proof here proceeds pointwise in w. 
Let S(X) = ,/m. Let 3 c M, be all measures m with density of the 
form jSES, fE Ci’, and f>,& for some 1>,6>0 and 1 >E>O. Let 9 
denote the intersection of M with 58. Then 9 is dense in M,. Fix m E g as 
above. We claim: 
(1) mA”4m and Ild(mA”)/dmlj,<C(l + Ilf11,)/6 for all UE II; 
(2) mTy,E$ and 
II 4mTyoA”) II 4mr:o’o) o GeC’““~tl + Ilfllz), (2.21) 
for all o E Q and t >/ 0. 
To establish (1 ), we use the fact that C i ’ = W’*“: If B + V is a diffusion 
generator with potential having C i ’ coefficients, then there exists 
g E L”(Rd) such that I( gjlo is bounded by the Ci’ norm of the coefficients 
of B+ Vand 
I(B+ V)II,dx=jgJIdx, @EC;. 
Applying this to B + V=f,-ESAUeES and tj = (pep&’ EC;, there exists 
gELaj(Rd) such that (lg(l,dC(l+ Ilfl12) and 





hcpfeezS dx = m(hcp), CPEC,“, 
where h = g/f Hence l14~A”Vdmllo = Ilhll, = Ildf II0 G Ilgllo/~ G 
C( 1 + II f II 2h5. 
An easy approximation argument shows that we need only establish 
(2.21) for a(x, u), b(x, a), c(x), f(x) in Cr, as long as the constants in 
(2.21) depend only on the Cd-, norms of a, 6, c. 
Assume a, b, c are CF. Then, by (2.8) a is invariant under T,,, iff g is 
invariant under Sso. Now fix m E 9 with density fiPES E C r, f 2 6, and let 
the density of p(t) = mS,,o be f (r, x) e-&‘@). Then f (t) is in C r and satisfies 
f,= B(t)*f-E(VS,uVf) 
+(~E~(VS,UVS)-~(B(~)*-B(~)* l)S)f, 
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where B(t) is given by (2.9). Then Oleinik’s theorem implies 11 f(r)(l Z < 
ecr Ilf II2 where C depends only on the Ci norms of the coefficients 
of B(t)*, i.e., the Cz norms of a, 6, c and the paths of y. Moreover 
Feynman-Kac implies f(t, X) 3 ePC’6. This establishes (2.21). The 
approximation argument can be avoided simply by working directly with 
the Feynman-Kac representation of f(t, x). This establishes (1 ), (2). 
Now fix rnE9 and 120; we conclude there is CELL, 0 GE < t, 
such that supOgEGr Ilh(~)l(~< C(t) and 
Taking cp nonnegative, it follows that P:(t) is tangent to M, at &(t) for 
all O,<sd t with Ild~~(t)/d&(t)llo< Il/z(e)llo< C(t), 06’~~ t. Hence the 
chain rule applies and we obtain (2.20). 1 








where C(p) equals the constant in (1) of Lemma 5. 
Proof: By (2.20) and the definition of P”(t), it is enough to show 
ess sup E”(lm(T:,, lDaT,,E(p()~p)“p~CeC~p2’r llrpllz 
O<&<lh 1
for (a( < 2. But this follows from Lemma 5 and Holder’s inequality, 
E’Ylm(T~,, I~“T,,,cpl)lp)“p 
<Wlm(T~,M2(b~, .)Np)l’p IIvllz 
= WI&WA& E, X(E)) &)Np)“p Ilcpllz 
d E”(E:(MAf, E, x(~))p)(~~(~(~)p’))p’p’~“p lldlz 
< E”(E;(M,(t, E, x(E))~~))“~~ E”(E~(R(E)“‘“))“~‘~ (Jlp(J2 
<eC’P’“E”(E”,(M,(t, E, x(E))~‘))“~ J(cp(lz 
< CE:(WMz(t, 6, -~(4)d))“p2 lldlz 
< CeC’p2~(r-E) IItpllz < CeccP2)’ Ilrpllz. . 1 
Let n,(t) be the normalized conditional distribution, let n be a 
generahzed control, and let Q be a generalized system starting at m. For 
t > 0, let 8,-n = 13,rc(o) and 0,Q = 13@(o) denote the conditional proba- 
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bility distribution of (y( . + T) - y(T), u( . + T)) and of (x( . + T), 
y( . + T) - y(T), u( . + T)) given ?YT x %=. Then 8,n is a generalized control 
and ~,Q(A, m) = Q(0 rrt, x,(T)), rt almost surely, as can be verified by 
checking definitions. Now define 0,( y, U) = (y( . + T) - y(T), a(. + T)). It 
also follows from the definitions that the conditional distribution process 
n,(t) 0 8, starting from z = n,(T) equals x,(t + T), and T$, = T;, T,T 
almost surely IC, for all generalized controls 7~. This implies the following 
LEMMA 11. For T>O and A>0 
L,f+y71,(T))=~Q(“.m) me- 
(.r 
a- ‘)L(n,,,( t), u(r)) dt “YT x 4!& , 
T I > 
Duern(n,,,( T)) = E” 
( 
1: e ~‘.“-=‘T,,rDL(p,(t), u(t))dr YTxQ, , 
I 1 
almost surely 7~. 
This in turn implies 
LEMMA 12 (Dynamic Programming Principle). Fix m, I > 0, and T > 0. 
[f 7t is optimal at m, then 8,~ is optimal at n,(T), almost sure& II, and 
6(m) = inf u”(m) 
I[ 
= inf ,lj’Q(n.m) 
n 
L(q,,(t), u(t)) df +e-“‘6(x,,,(T)) . (2.22) 
> 
Proof Note first that 9 is separable since it is compact. Let K,, n > I, 
be a countable dense subset. Then, by Lemma 4, t?(m) = inf,. I u”“(m). It 
follows that for each E >O, there is a Bore1 map m I-+ n(m) such that 
uXfm’ < i?(m) + E. Now given 7t, there exists a generalized control 
i = A @‘T X(X,( T)) uniquely determined by insisting { = 7~ on C!Yr x +& and 
0,c =+x,(T)) almost surely IL [ 151. Then, by Lemma 11, 
C(m) G vi(m) 
U 
T 
= ,@(i.m, e-“‘L(n,(t),u(t))dt+e~“ruer’i(lc,(T)) 
0 > 








T e-“’ L(lc,(t), 
0 
= u’(m) + eCAT&. 
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Taking the intimum over all 7~, (2.22) follows. The first statement is also a 
consequence of the above chain of inequalities when II is optimal at m. 1 
Let f: [O, cc ) + M(U) be Borel. We say a point t 2 0 is a Lebesgue point 
offif.t+” IIf(+f(t)llods= ( 1 o E as ~10. The usual procedure guarantees 
that for all o the Lebesgue points of t c, u(t, o) form a set of full measure; 
hence for all x, by Fubini, t is a Lebesgue point of u a.s.-n, for almost all 
t > 0. 
In particular suppose t = 0 is a Lebesgue point of u( *, o) for almost all 
o; then differentiating (2.20) at E = 0 yields 
$ _ U&n(t), u(t)) =&3NDwbI(t)> u(t))); E-O 
by (2.17) and the definition of @z(t), we obtain 
E ep”‘L(&(r), u(t)) dt = m( [ -A”“‘+ A”] Dun(m)). (2.23) 
Here we use Lemma 10, with p > 1 close enough to so that 
C( 1) = 1; < pC(p*) < 1, to justify the interchange of E differentiation and 
E” j: e-“‘: this is possible as soon as A> 1; (cf. Lemma 5). 
Given m, 71, and T> 0, let p(T) = pz( T) equal 
Duer”(~,(T)) = E” 1: e 
( 
-I(‘- “T, .DL(p,(t), u(t)) dt YTx ‘&- . , 
I > 
Then p:(O) = Dvx(m). Recall n,(t), I 20, is the normalized conditional 
distribution process. 
LEMMA 13. Fix II > A:, m E M, and suppose a is optimal at m. Then u(t) 
equals the Dirac mass supported at u(a,(t), p:(t)) E U, t 2 0, dt x n almost 
surely. In particular, IL is U valued. 
Proof: Assume first that t =0 is a Lebesgue point of u, almost surely. 
Then (2.23) holds. Let 71’ denote the image of R under the map 
(y, u) w (y, u”); then 7~’ is a generalized control. Let o’(m) denote the cost 
corresponding to 9. Then 
u”(m) = E” Irn e-“‘L(&(t), z/(t)) dt 
0 > 
-“‘CW”(t), 6,) - LWYt), u(t))1 dt > 
Irn e-“‘L&(t), u(t)) dt (2.24) 
0 
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It follows that v’(m) is differentiable in E at E = 0 + . Moreover since II is 
optimal at m, we must have (d/dc)j,,,+ u'(m) > 0. Differentiating (2.24) 
yields 
m([-A""' + A"] Do"(m)) + [t(m, a) - L(m, u(O))] 2 0. 
Since this is true for all a E U and the map u I+ m( --Aup) - L(m, a) is 
continuous on U, bounded above, and attains its supremum at the unique 
point u = u(m, p), it follows that u(0) is the Dirac mass supported at 
u(m, Du"(m)). 
Now, by Lemma 12, 8,~ is optimal at n,,,(t); moreover 0 is a Lebesgue 
point of u, almost surely er7r, for a.a. t >O; by Lemma 11 the result 
follows. 1 
The next item is to establish Dun1(m)=Dun2(m) whenever n,, n2 are 
optimal at m, for I > AZ > A:. To this end we have to estimate the difference 
between the processes n;,(t), p:,(t) and n:,(t), p:Jt) corresponding to 
starting states m, , m, and generalized controls rz, , 7c2, respectively. We do 
this by first lifting all relevant processes to a common probability space, 
following Watanabe and Yamada [15]. 
Fix measures ml, m, and generalized controls nI, 7c2 and suppose u(t) 
equals the Dirac mass supported at u(R,,( t), p;,(t)) E U, almost surely 
dr x xi, for i = 1, 2. 
Let n; denote the conditional probability distributions of u given y under 
71,, i= 1, 2. 
Let (): u,, u2) denote the canonical processes on Y* = C( [0, 00); R) x 
A! x 3? and let 9,, S:, 9:, t > 0, Y = 9/,, 6%’ = 9:, s2 = %>, 
9: = 9, x 02’: x 9:, t > 0, denote the canonical o-algebras. Define Z* on 
9* = “9 x a’ x B2 by requiring (1) the marginal of IL* on Y to be a Wiener 
measure and (2) the conditional probability distribution of (u,, u2) under 
TC*, given I’, be x., x x>. It follows immediately that the marginal of II* onto 
~3 x42’ is n,, i= 1, 2. The space (Y*, 9*, K*) is the Watanabe-Yamada 
lifting of n,, x2. 
For i= 1, 2 define n,(t) and p,(t) by 
p,(t)=E” = 
0 
epn(s-‘)T: ,DL(pj(s), ui(s)) ds 9: . 
I I > 
Here Tf,, is the composition of T,, with the map (y, ui): Y* + a, i= 1,2. 
Note how the four processes rc,( t), pi(t), i = 1,2, are 9: progressively 
measurable; thus their difference can be numerically estimated. 
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LEMMA 14. (1) y is a ( Y*, 3:, x*) Browniun motion, 
(2) for each i= 1, 2, the distribution of (y, u, P,,,~, Al,,,, ~2,) under ni 
equals the distribution of (y, ui, ,ui, pi) under z*, 
(3) for each i = 1, 2, ui( t) equals the Dirac mass supported at 
u(q(t), p,(t)), almost surely dt x x*. 
Proof: Recalling that y is a (ai, 3, x 3t) Brownian motion, one first 
verities that 
is 3s measurable whenever Y is 3* measurable, for i = 1,2, and s 2 0. This 
together with the definition of n* shows that 
t&(t)) - 1: i 4@(r)) dr, t 3 0, 
is a (3:, n*) martingale for all + E C,“(R). This establishes (1). 
Set 
@i(t, J’, ui) = J,= e -+“T: ,DL(ui(s), ui(s)) ds, i= 1,2. . 
Since the distribution of (y, ui) under x* equals that of (y, u) under a,, 
i= 1,2, to establish (2) and (3), it is enough to show 
ER*(@i(tv y, ui) 1 gV:) = En*(oi(fr .Vv ui) 1 gt x @f), i= 1, 2, 
for t 2 0. Fixing t 2 0, this follows if we show 
E”‘(@(Y, ui) F(Y) G,(u,) Gz(u,T)) 
for all @ bounded 3 x 3’ measurable and F bounded 3r measurable, Gi 
bounded 3!j measurable. But this follows from the definition of II* and the 
fact that E”‘(G,(u) 13) is “y, measurable. This establishes (2) and (3). 1 
LEMMA 15. Fix 0 < s < t. Then there is a nonnegative W( [s, t] x Rd) x 3: 
measurable random variable M(t, s, r, x) = M(t, s, r, x, o), valued in 
L:,,( [s, t] x R“), for each p 2 1, there is a constant C, such that, for p > 1 
and almost all (r, x) E [s? t] x Rd, 
E”(M(t, s, r, x)~ 13:) < Cec(‘-S) (2.25) 
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and, for all (pEC:‘, Ial <2, 
for almost all x E Rd, almost surely. 
ProoJ Much of the proof relies on that of Lemma 5. We assume that 
we have reduced to the smooth nondegenerate case as in the proof of 
Lemma 5. Moreover we assume that we are working with the piecewise 
linear approximation y, as in the proof of Lemma 5; for simplicity, we 
suppress n in the development leading to (2.29) below. 
Withf(r)= Ti,,Tf,,cp, writef(t)-f(s) as the integral over [s, t] off’(r) 
and then apply D”; this yields 
D”T&(p - DaTf,,cp = 1’ DUTj,s(AUl(r’- A”2(‘)) Tf,,cp dr. (2.27) 
0 
Here we are recalling that the generator of Ti,, s is A’I(‘) - (l/2) c2 + Q(t) 
(remember, the n is suppressed). We now apply (the proof of) Lemma 5 
twice to (2.27). 
Let M&(r), M&(r), s 6 r < t, be the processes corresponding to T’, T2, 
as in the proof of Lemma 5 where M’ is obtained by differentiation up to 
or&r 2 and M2 by differentiation up to order 4. 
Then, by (2.15), for Ial ~2, 





(r)l I@(AUf(‘)- A”2(‘) ) T:,cp(x(r))l) 
G Wul(r), u2(r)) Er,i IW’(r)ll 1 lDYTf.,cpW))l . (2.28) 
IYI c4 > 
NOW, as in the proof of Lemma 5, since rH M&(r) @Tf,,rp(x(r)) is a 
martingale after time s, we obtain 
M$r) DpTf,,cp(x(r))= E:W4$(t) cp%(t))l%) 
and hence 
D”Tf,,cpW)) = EZ2,(CM2(r)-’ M2(t)LB cp%(t))l%;) 
with leads to 
,,E~ IDYTf,,cp(x(r))l < E~~2x(IIM2(r)-’ M2(t)ll 1%) IIqII4, 
SSO/lO9/2-3 
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Plugging this into (2.28), we obtain (2.26) (for the approximating semi- 
groups) with 
Now let E:,, denote expectation against the solution to the martingale 
problem governed by A”lC4) for s< q <r and by II”*(~) for r< q < t, and 
starting from (s, x). Then 
Wr, s, rr xl= CE:.,Mf’(~)ll lIM2(r)-’ M’(N). (2.29) 
Now we pass to the limit n -+ co, establishing (2.26), (2.29) for y instead of 
yn. Standard estimates then yield (2.25), since the time r is fixed. 1 
LEMMA 16. For allp2 1 andi>A** 
E”*(IIPIW - ~2(t)ll;) 
5 
co 
< e-c’-c’c’-“E”‘((IK,(s) - az(s)ll P2 + d(u,(s), ZQ(S))~) ds. 
I 
Proof: Lemma 1 implies 
IIWP, u) - DQ’, ~‘Nl2 < C Iln - 71’11-2 + Wu, u’), 
where K, K’ are the normalizations of p, /A’ in M,. Set D&(s) = 
D,!&(s), ui(s)). Then by Lemmas 5 and 15 for (al <2 and almost all 
XER’, 
ImPI - Pz(r)Nx)I 
e-A(s~mr’ ID”Tf ,DL,(s)-D”T:,DL,(s)l a% 
’ M(s, t, r, x) d(u,(r), z+(r)) dr 
)I > 
ds 9: 
m + CE”’ ,-ifs-t, 
MY& 6 X)CII~,(S) - ~2(S)ll-2 
+ d(u,(s), W))l d . 
The results now follows from the estimates for M’, M, Holder’s inequality, 
and changing the order of dr ds in a routine fashion. m 
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The following lemma is an elementary textbook result in Schwartz 
distribution theory; we recall the proof for completeness. 
LEMMA 17. For each signed measure v on Rd, there are signed measures 
v, on Rd with (Iv,I(,,< JIvlI -* such that 
v(v)= 1 v,(~%)r (pee;. 
lal < 2 
Proof. Let Ci(Rd) denote the separable Banach space of C2 functions 
vanishing at infinity together with all their derivatives up to order 2 with 
norm as in Section 1. Let CO(Rd; R”) denote the separable Banach space of 
continuous RA valued functions vanishing at infinity with norm IIqII given 
by the sum of the sup norms of the components of rp E C,(Rd; RA). Taking 
A = # {a: Ial < 2j, we have the natural map P: Ci(Rd) + C,,(Rd; R”) given 
by Pv = Prp),m,~z. Let W denote the range of P. Since P is an isometric 
isomorphism, W is complete and hence a closed linear subspace of 
C,(Rd, RA). Set L(cp) = v(P-‘cp) for cp E W. Since Cz is dense in Ci(Rd), 
v is a bounded linear functional on Ci(Rd) with norm I( VII -2, and hence L 
is a bounded linear functional on W having the same norm. By 
Hahn-Banach, L can be extended to a bounded linear functional I? defined 
on all of C,( Rd; RA ), again having the same norm. (Note that since the 
Hahn-Banach theorem is being applied in the context of separable Banach 
spaces, the Axiom of Choice is not used.) By Riesz representation, there are 
signed measures v, such that &p = C,,, s2 v,((p,), where cp = (v~),~, s2~ 
CO(Rd; RA), with the maximum of the total variations of v,, Ial ~2, 
equalling lIEI = llvll -2. 1 
LEMMA 18. Suppose m, = m2 = m. Then 
E”‘( Ilx,(t) - a,( t)ll c2) < C Ji ec(r-r’En’(d(ul(r), u2(r))p) dr. 
Proof. Again, to prove this, we perform a limiting argument to reduce 
to the smooth nondegenerate case. 
In this case, the proof of Lemma 15 shows that (here s = 0) 
IT:,cp(x)- Tf,,cp(x)l G Ilvllz I,’ Wt, r, .u) d(u,(r), u2(r)) dr, 
with 
M(t, r, x) = E’,(R(r) IIM’(r)-’ M’(t)11 ); 
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< s ’ Z(t, r, m) d(u,(r), u2(r)) dr, 0 
where 
Z(t, r, m) = 
mW(t, r, 0)) 
m(Ti,,l) ’ 
By HGlder’s inequality, it follows that 
e(p-l)(r-‘)Z(t, r, m)P d(u,(r), u2(r))p dr. (2.30) 
Since ni(t)(q) =m(Tf,,cp)/m(T~,,l), we have 
b,(t)(v) - R*(t)((P)l G 
Im(Tkocp - Tf,,cp)l + 17C2(f)(p)l lm(Ti,,l- Tf,l)l, 
m(Ti,,l) mVi,,l) ’ 
it follows that 
1171,(t) - ?r*(t)J( -2 < 2 “mT$;y;;o” -*. 
I.0 
Combining this with (2.30) yields 
Ih(t) - ~2(t)ll P2 < C 5,’ e ‘P-‘)(r--r)Z(t, r, m)P d(u,(r), u2(r))p dr. (2.31) 
By (2.31). all that remains to be shown is 
E”‘(Z(t, r, rn)” I +Yu,*) < Cec(‘P’). (2.32) 
TO this end, recall (cf. the proof of Lemma 4) 
&(t)=m(T~,,l)=exp(~‘E,(r)dy(r)-il:e,(r)’dr), t>O, 
0 
where ?,(t)=n,(t)(c), t>O. 
Set 
W( t, r, m) = mW(t, r, . )I 
m(Tf,,l) 
=Z(t, r, m) m(Ti,,l) 
m(T:,l) 
= Z(t, r, m) exp (~‘c,(s)dy(s)-fliL’,(s)2dS). 
r I 
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Since the L-p moments of the exponential factor are bounded by eC”-“, 
to obtain (2.32) it is enough to establish, by Holder’s inequality, 
E”‘( W( t, r, ~2)“) 9:) ,< CeCcrer). (2.33) 
Now recall that E; = E!,, up to time r. Combining the expressions for 
m( M( t, r, . )) and W(t, r, m), we see (2.33) follows from 
E”’ EZ,dR(r) lW2(r)-’ M2(t)llP) 
K(W)) 
(2.34) 
Estimate (2.34) remains to be shown. For the remainder of the proof we 
drop the superscript 2 and we fix 0 < r < t. 
Now M(s), 0 d s < t, satisfies (2.13) (Y(t) is as in the proof of Lemma 3) 
M(s)=I+I~Mbdx’(q)+l’MPdq+j“Mcd,~(q). 
0 0 0 
This gives 
M(s)=M(r)+S~Mbd.r’(q)+S‘MBdq+(‘Mcdy(q) 
r , r 
for SE [r, r]. Now multiply by M(r)-‘; then M(s(r)= M(r)-’ M(s) 
satisfies 
M(sIr)=I+~~M(qIr)bdx’(q)+S’M(qlr) Pdq+J”M(qlr)cdy(q) 
r r , 
for s E [r, r]. Applying the Ito rule yields 
IIM(slr)llP<C+C j“ IIWqI r)ll p 4 + J’ A(q) dx’(q) + j’ B(q) 44q), r r r 
for SE [r, t], where A(q), B(q) are ?&x ?V: progressively measurable. 
Multiply by R(r); this goes inside all three integrals. Apply E;: The dx’ 
integral vanishes and E; goes inside the remaining integrals. For the dy 
integral, this follows from 
which is true for any Xq x %Yz progressively measurable B(q). indeed both 
sides are well-defined since Ek(B(q)) is ?!I’,* progressively measurable; 
(2.35) follows by first assuming B(q) is piecewise constant and then passing 
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to the limit. Now divide by E;(R(r)); this goes inside the remaining 
integrals; setting 
we obtain 
Finally, apply I?*(. I?!Yu,*): The u’y integral vanishes and we conclude 
where 3(.s) = E”*(f(s) ) +Yy,*); (2.34) follows. 1 
LEMMA 19. For all p 2 1, 
E”‘(Il~l(r) - Kz(t)llP,) ,< CeC’ lb, -%ll Pz 
+cJ’ eC(r-r)E**(d(u,(s), u~(s))~) ds. 
0 
ProoJ: Let v be a signed measure on Rd and let v, be as in Lemma 17. 
Then by Lemma 5 and for ~EC,“, I(cp(Jz< 1, 
and so 
lJVT;,,ll-2< 1 lval (Mz(h 09 .I). 
Ic(l =s 2 
Taking pth moments and choosing v = ml -m,, we have 
E”*( Ilh -m2) Ti,Jl C,) < Ce” Ilm, - m,ll p 2 
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and hence 
Since I( .I) ~ 2 < (1. I( O = 1 on A4 it follows that 
ml Ti, m27-:, 
ml(T$,l)-m2V$J) 
Il(m, -m2) T:oll -2 
mltTi,J) 
+ Ilm2T:,lI -m2 x I(m, -m2NTi,d)l 
m2(T:, 1) ml(Th,l) 
<2 Il(m, -m2) T&II -2 
. 
m,tT:,l) . 
Hence we conclude 
E L* m& m2T:, p 
ml(T$,l)-m,tT$l) -2 !I > 
d Ccc’ llm, -m211 P2. 
Thus we have reduced the proof of the lemma to the case m, = m, = m. 
But this is Lemma 18. 1 
Set 
p(t)=E”*(ll71~(t)-7~2(t)ll22+ lIpA+p,Wll:), 
and let K= K, be the linear operator defined by 
LEMMA 20. There exists A2 such that for i > ir 
dt)<Ce”2’ lb,--m211Z2, t 2 0. 
Proof: Combining Lemmas 15, 16, 18, 19 and noting that u is Lipschitz 
yields, for A > ,I:*, 
p(t)GCeC’ Ilm,-mmzll?2+ Kp(t), t 2 0, 
where all constants C depend only on the bounds in (E,). But for A large 
the norm of the operator K is small and this inequality can be iterated: If 
f(t) G e3c’, then Kf (t) < 8e3c’ with 6 = l/2 + C/(1. - 4C). Thus A > AZ = 6C 
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implies 6 < 1. Moreover since p(t) < C < Ce3=‘, it follows that K”p(t) < 
S”Ce3=‘. Thus 
p(t) < (I+ K+ .a. +K”-‘)(CeC’Ilm,-m,l)2_,)+K”p(t) 
,<(1+6+ -.a +F’) Ce”’ llm, -m21(~2+G”Ce3c’ 
C + - 
l-6 
e3Cr * I 
Set t =0 in Lemma 20; we conclude IIDux(m) -Du”‘(m’)I), < 
C (lm - m’(( --z for all m, m’ and rc, rr’ optimal at m, m’, respectively. In par- 
ticular we conclude Du”(m) = Do”‘(m) for any rc, rc’ optimal at m. Below 
F(m) denotes Du”(m) where R is optimal at m; then IIF(F(m’)(l,< 
C(Im-m’JI_, for A>&. 
We now leave (Y*, ?V*, K*) and go back to (Y, g x 93). 
LEMMA 21. For A> AZ, 17 is differentiable on M and satisfies 
De(m) E C?‘, IIWm)l14 G C 
I(DB(m)-DB(m’)ll,GC Ilm-m’ll-2. 
Moreover ifx is optimal at m, then 
u(t) = u(dt), Dfi(dt))), t > 0, a.s.-dt x K. 
ProoJ For m E M and V-E T,M let x, be an optimal generalized control 
at m+tv. Then for t>O 









G(m + tv) - e(m) ~ u”‘(m + tv) - 0(m) 1 = 
t t s 
v(Du”‘(m + stv)) a!~. 
0 
Passing to a subsequence 71, + rrb we obtain by Lemma 4 ah is optimal at 
m and hence 
lim inf fib + tv) - fi(m) > v(D&(m)) = v(F(m)) 
r10 t 
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since (rr, m) H v(l)u”(m)) is continuous (Lemma 7). Thus 
lim lqm + tv) - iqm) 
= v(F(m)). 
[IO t 
Replacing v by -v shows that t? is differentiable at m with derivative F(m). 
Everything now follows from Lemmas 7, 13, and 20, and the fact that 
Dus’“(n,(t)) = D6(nc,(t)) since 6,~ is optimal at n,(t), almost surely rr. 1 
LEMMA 22. Suppose A> &. Then every II optimal at m is necessarily 
induced by a “Y* progressively measurable control. Moreover for each m there 
is exactly one oY( progressively measurable control u solving the feedback 
u(t) = u(qJt), Mqjt))), 
and v(m) = C(m). 
t 2 0, as.- W, 
Proof: We fix m E it4 and suppress it in the notation. We emphasize that 
the proof here is an almost surely argument and that constants depend on 
the paths of y. Moreover note that we avoid totally (0.8) as we have been 
working with the Bayes formula (2.2). 
Define p(t)E M, by setting p(t)(rp)=y(t)(e-“““q). Then p(t) satisfies 
p(t)(v) = 49) + ( P(s)(&, u(s)) 9) ds, 
u(t) = u(%Jt), w%(t))), t>,O, 
where B(t, u(t)) = BY(‘)~“(” is given by (2.9). We establish existence of the “y, 
progressively measurable solution to this coupled system on each fixed 
interval [0, T], and we show that any @Y, x %, progressively measurable 
solution necessarily equals the $Y, progressively measurable solution. 
To this end we derive a basic estimate for diffusion semigroups; although 
this is essentially contained in the proof of Lemma 18, we repeat it for 
clarity. Let B( y, U) be a diffusion generator plus potential with C 2 ’ 
coefftcients depending on y E R and u E CJ such that 
IHY, u) v(x)- WY, u’) dx)l G C(Y) d(u, ~‘1 Ildlz (2.36) 
for all xeR’, yoR, UE U. Now fix B(t)E R, y(t), y’(t)E U, 0~ t < T, and 
set B(t) = B@(t), y(t)), B’(t) = B(j?(t), y’(t)). Let S,,, S;,, denote the 
corresponding semigroups. Then the following holds 
1~,.09(x) - ~:,09(x)l G C(T, B) ll9ll2 j; d(y(s), y’(s)) ds, 0 < t < T. (2.37) 
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To prove (2.37) first note that without loss of generality we can assume the 
CF smoothness of the coefficients of B(y, U) as long as the constant in 
(2.37) depends only on the Ci norm of the coeflicients. 
Differentiating s H S,,S;,cp(x) as in Lemma 18 yields 
IS,odx) - S;,od-~)l Gj' lSs,o(Bb) - B'(s)) X,scp(x)l ds. 
0 
Now Oleinik’s theorem [15] guaratees IJS;.,rpjl, <eC”+“’ jIqjlZ where the 
constant C depends only on the C’z norm of the coefficients. By (2.36), 
(2.37) follows. 
Now note that By(‘),u(tJ has C’i’ coefficients and satisfies (2.36); let 
P(I), p’(t) correspond to controls u(t), u’(t). Since p(t) = mS,.,, p’(t) = 
mSi.o we have 
lb(f) -d(t)ll --z G C(T, Y) j; d(u@L u’(s)) & O<t,<T. 
Now define p,(t) recursively by setting pa(t) = m, uo(t) some fixed 
constant. and 
~,(tNcp) = m(v) + ji P,(s)(& K,-,(S)) cp) ds, 
%r(f) = U(JL(~), Mn,(t))), n> 1, 
where n,,(t) is the normalized conditional distribution process obtained 
from p,(r). Then p,(t) = ml?:, where S:, is the semigroup generated by 
B(s, u,- ,(s)); hence by (2.37) 
II~,+~(t)-p,(r)ll-z~C(T, Y) j;4ds), u,-~(s))ds 
G C(T, Y) j’ lb,(s) - nII,- ,(s)ll -2 do 
0 
Since p,(t)(e”“‘) 2 C( t, ~7) > 0 we have 
Il~,(s)-n,-,(s)ll-zdC(T, y)ll P,(S)-pp,-,(s)ll-2; 
now the existence follows in a routine manner by iteration. The same 
technique also establishes uniqueness. Thus if 7c is optimal at m we 
conclude n,(t) and hence u(r) is 9l progressively measurable. Since this 
implies u(m) = c(m), the rest follows. 1 
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This completes the proof of the theorem in the compact case. To derive 
the general case, it is enough to establish 
u(m) = j$ u,(m), (2.38) 
where uX(m) denotes the value function with controls restricted to lie in K. 
Indeed suppose (2.38) holds; since the theorem applies to uK for all K with 
I, independent of K, we obtain (1Du,(m)lj, < r uniformly in m, K, for some 
r > 0. Thus by (0.7) all controls u satisfying u>(m) = UK(m) must be valued 
in K,. This shows UK(m) = UK,(m) whenever K, c K and thus u(m) = UK,(m). 
Now note that the compactness of U was used only to establish the 
existence of a generalized optimal control; in particular Lemma 13 is valid 
for non-compact U. This implies that any (generalized and in particular 
strict-sense) control optimal at m is necessarily K,-valued. The general case 
of the theorem follows. 
Fix I > 0 and m E M. To establish (2.38), it is enough to show that for 
each u there is a sequence of controls U, valued in compact sets K, such 
that u”“(m) + u”(m). Now fix a control U. Since U is Polish there is a 
sequence of compact sets K, c U such that 
By passing to a subsequence we have 
almost surely W. Now for each n > 1 let u, be a control valued in K, and 
equalling u whenver u E K, and let y,(w), y(o) be the d-valued random 
variables whose disintegrations are u,( ., o), u( ., o), respectively. Then 
(2.39) implies y,(q) + y(q) for all cp E C,( [IO, co) x U), i.e., yn + y in 8, W 
almost surely. Let K,, R be the generalized controls induced by u,, u. Since 
EXn(@)=EW(@(y,y,)) and E”(@)=EW(@(y,y)) we have X,+X. By 
Lemma 4, (2.38) follows. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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